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ABSTRACT  

 The interactions between fluid cells and surrounding surface is an important feature of 

fluid / surface communications like the hemodynamic reactions between blood cells and 

the vessels lining layer (The Endothelium). As a specific example, leukocytes recruitment 

is a significant factor in atherosclerosis as well as being a major player in the body’s 

response to injury and invasion. In addition, this cell-surface interaction has real 

importance in the interaction between blood contacting biomaterials such as those found 

in non-biological and tissue engineered prosthesis and artificial organs.  

One vital factor in cell-surface interactions is local blood hemodynamics of blood flow at 

various sites through the cardiovascular system especially at bifurcations and branching 

zones.  

Predominantly, the local blood hemodynamics at curvatures and branches of the arteries 

system has a crucial role in controlling the localization of blood cells (i.e., leukocytes and 

platelets) at these sites and at sites of inflammation or vascular injuries respectively. 

Commonly, the local flow has different shapes of flow separation, recirculation, and non-

uniform shear stress distribution.  

To investigate these mechanisms, simulation of cell rolling and adhesion has been 

performed under variable position shear rate to determine the ranges of shear rates that 

allow for either adhesion or rolling. 

The results demonstrate that the cell had the three stages of cell-surface interactions 

(capture, adhesive rolling and secondary adhesion) when it starts at low shear rate G = 

9.06 s
-1

. Nevertheless, at higher shear rate (i.e., 41.12 and 85.32 s
-1

) the cell rolls slowly 

for short time before its rolling velocity gradually increases to reach a maximum value 

when the shear rate gets higher.  

On the other hand, cell adhesion is dominant within the distance between the step and the 

stagnation point; such that the cells in this range rolls shortly in direction of shear rate 

then adheres to the surface.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Under flow conditions, cell adhesion initiates by cell departure from the main bloodstream toward 

the vessel wall (cell capture), and then the cell slow rolling takes place (adhesive rolling) before 

the permanent adhesion happens (secondary adhesion). The driving force for rolling is the 

hydrodynamic force of the blood stream (heamodynamic force) acting on the adherent cell; rapid 

formation and breakage of adhesive bonds are required for the adhesive contact between the 

blood cell and the vessel wall to be maintained and to be translated along the wall during rolling 

[7]. On the way to inflammatory sites, neutrophils attach to and roll on endothelium before their 

firm arrest and diapendesis. The attachment and rolling of neutrophils are mediated by selectins 

(L-selectin on neutrophils; P-selectin and E-selectin on endothelium) and their carbohydrate 

ligands [18].   

Fundamentally, cell adhesion/rolling depends on many parameters that are related to the flow 

conditions, cellular properties, bond characteristics, and interactions activity of the lining layer of 

the blood vessel (i.e., endothelium layer). Mainly, flow parameters include the flowing path, 

properties of the working fluid (i.e., blood or plasma), type of flow (laminar and turbulence levels 

and vessel size and shape), and local hemodynamics. However, the viscous effect of blood has an 

important role in hemodynamics of blood stream, especially at stagnation points (zero velocity 

point) through the blood flow and at the disturbed portion (the discontinuity in the flow). 

The hemodynamic force depends mainly on the rate of shear and on the blood rheology. In 

addition to hemodynamic force, cell receptors and surface legends densities (site densities) have a 

crucial role in cell adhesion and rolling. However, the adhesion of cells to surfaces under 

conditions of flow represents a balance between physical and chemical forces. The chemical 

bonding force delivered by the receptor-ligand pair balances the hydrodynamic forces on the cell. 

This chemical bonding force is derived from the numbers and strength of adhesive linkages 

between cell and surface, which results from the properties of adhesion molecules [24].  

In the light of the above, it is important, therefore, to fully understand the mechanisms of fluid 

cell, capture, rolling and permanent adhesion under flow conditions. Of particular relevance is the 

role of local hemodynamics of blood flow in the cell-surface interactions. However, a 

fundamental quantitative understanding of cellular behavior can lead to better understanding of in 

vivo phenomena.  

Accordingly, this study makes steps towards elucidation of the cell-surface interactions under 

flow conditions, such that a three-dimensional (3D) computational model was developed to 

simulate and investigate the effect of local blood hemodynamics in the cell adhesion and motion 

over the endothelium layer at the bifurcation sites of the cardiovascular system. 

 

METHODS & MODEL DEVELOPMENT  

The details of the biodynamical model and the coordinate axes appear through Figures 1-3.  In 

this model, the blood cell (i.e., Leukocytes or neutrophils) is modeled to be a inflexible sphere of 

radius ac covered by uniformly distributed receptors of density [nRo] while the substrate (i.e., 

Endothelium layer) has ligands of density [nLo]. The resulting receptors-ligands combination 

(bonds)-within the contact zone- are modeled as Hookian springs with stiffness constant of  S and 

equilibrium (unstressed) bond length of o, while the stressed bond length is represented as . 

Within the contact zone, the rate of bond formation constant (Kf) and breakage constant (Kb) are 

determined using the expressions suggested by Bell model [5] which is modified by Dembo et 

al.,1988 [14]: 

 

Kf = Kfo exp (- Sts( – o)
2
 /2 KBT)        (1)                  



Kr =Kbo exp(fkS ( –o)
2
/2KBT)             (2)                              

 

Here  is the bond length (the magnitude of the vector of Eqn.1), fk is the fraction of bond strain 

that is dedicated to bond dissociation, and is also known as the fractional spring slippage, and is 

given by fk = [ (S – Sts ) / S]. The term ( KB T) is product of the Boltzmann constant and 

temperature, S is the spring constant, Sts is the transition state spring constant, Kfo  and Kro are the 

intrinsic bond formation and breakage rate  constants [3]. 

The bonding force Fb will depend on the deflection of the bond length ( –o ), which is related to 

the (x,y,z) coordinates of the tether on both the cell L1(x1,y1,z1) and that on the substrate 

L2(x2,y2,z2), such that Fb, L1 and L2 are vector quantities. The vectors L1 and L2 change with time 

as a result of cell rotation and translation, so the bond length at each location can be described by 

a time varying vector: 

 

 

Lb  =     L2  –   L1                     (3) 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 1 The cell is modelled as a sphere of radius ac, covered with the receptors with a density of 

[nR], while the ligands covered the substrate at a density of [nL].   Rolling occurs when the bonds at 

the trailing edge of the cell start to break 
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Figure 2 The parameters of the biophysiochemical model under hydrodynamic flow 

 

 

 

 

 
In the contact region, ligands  react with receptors at rate of bond formation (Kf) to form bonds of 

density nB, so the rate of bond formation 
dt

dnB  is given by 

 

 

dt

dnB  =  Kf nR nL  -  Kb nB                                                        (4) 

 

 

Where nB, nL and nR are the density in [number of sites/m
2
] of the bond, ligand and receptor 

respectively. 

Accordingly, the bond force can be resolved in each direction Fbx , Fby and  Fbz , and the 

associated torques can also be calculated using the above appropriate parameters; subsequently, 

the single bond force in each Cartesian direction can be expressed as: 

 

 Fbx = S Lbx ( 1 – 
b

bo

L

L
)                      (5) 

 

Fby = S Lby ( 1 – 
b

bo

L

L
)                     (6) 

 

 Fbz = 0.0                                                             (7 ) 



 

 Here, Fbz equals zero since there is no cell motion in z-direction and z doesn’t change, while the 

total bond forces take the following forms: 

 

 Fbx = S   x ( 1 – 


o ) nB A(, )     (8) 

Fby = S   y ( 1 – 


o ) nB A(, )                        (9) 

 

Mbz = x   y1 (, )  +  y   x1 (, )                 (10)      

 

Here, nB  is the bond density, and A(, ) is the individual grid area of the receptors over the cell 

surface (Fig. 3). Fig. 3 shows the resultant of the bonds in each grid of the cell surface, such that 

the resultant summation of the individual bonds is located at the center of the grid. Also, x1 (,) 

and y1 (,) are the location distance of the receptors on the cell surface in x and y directions.  

 

 

Figure 3 Representation of the spherical grid over the cell surface / substrate surface, such that each 

small square indicates one individual grid area A(, ) and the effect of receptors/ligands resultant 

acting at the centres of the small squares  

 

 

The driving effect on the cell is the hydrodynamic (hemodynamic) force such that the effects of 

bond keep opposing the hemodynamic contribution to achieve the stability of adhesive rolling. 

(a) Bunch of receptors/ ligands 

within an individual grid on the cell 

surface or substrate   

(b) Resultant of receptors/ligands bunch  

of individual grid acts as one spike    

(c) Representation of many grids (Nine) with their 

resultants of receptors/ ligands (projection of cell 

surface portion or substrate). Each square 

indicates one grid area A (,) 

( d) Interaction zone where the binding 

of receptors and ligands occurs 



However, rolling occurs as long as the hemodynamic force is greater than the integrated effect of 

bond forces, while permanent adhesion is associated with the dominant role of bond forces 

against the driving effect.   Particularly, heamodynamic force can be derived to take the following 

form [3, 14, 15, and 16]: 

 

 

Fflx=  6   ac
2
 ( G  - Vx  / dy ) Fs           (11)   

 

Ffly=- 6   ac Vx Fs                                 (12)                                                     

 

 

  Where G is shear rate in x-direction,  is the fluid dynamic viscosity, Fs is a function of (ac + 

h)/ac such that h is the minimum distance between the cell and the surface, the value used for Fs is 

(1.7) (Goldman et al.,1967), Vx   & Vy are the velocity of the cell in x and y direction, and dy is 

the distance between the cell center and surface. 

As a result of net effects of haemodynamic and bond forces the cell moves at rolling velocities Vx 

,Vvy and V under certain values of bond formation and dissociation rates constants (Kf  and Kr
 
). 

The motion of the cell was determined by solving Newton’s law of motion, balancing fluid and 

bond forces with inertia, such that: 

 

 Fx = Fbx + Fflx                                                                       (13) 

 

           Fy = Fby + Ffly                                                                       (14) 

 

Here Fbx and Fby are determined by Eqns. 8 & 9, while the fluid forces Ffl can be calculated 

using Eqns. 11 & 12 and the relative velocity of the fluid Vf with respect to the cell velocity Vcell 

(i.e., Vf  - Vcell):  

 

 Ffl =  6   ac
2
 [Vf  - Vcell] Fs

*
                                          (15) 

 

Fluid velocity Vf can be evaluated as a function of shear rate G and the distance between the cell 

center and the surface Cy, so:  

 

 

 Vf  = G Cy        (16) 

 

Then 

 

 Vf – Vcell_i =  G
y

icell

C

V _
,  i= x,y,z or                (17) 

 

The cell velocity components (Vx, Vy, V) are expressed by Eqn. 24 below, while the fluid force 

components are: 

 

 

          Fflx =  6   ac
2
 [ G – (

y

x

tC

c




)] Fs

*
                                                 (18) 



 

         Ffly = - 6   ac
2
  (

y

y

tC

c




) Fs

*
                                                        (19) 

 

Where  is the dynamic viscosity of plasma, which is equal to 1-2 centi-poise (cp.) (i.e.,  = 

110
-6

 - 210
-6

 g/m.s) [10, 22, 6], G is the shear rate, Cy is the total height of the cell center from 

the substrate such that Cy =   cy, and F
*
 is function of the ratio of distance between cell center 

and substrate hc and cell radius ac, ( F* ~ 1+(9/16)(ac/hc, for small hc /ac ). Numerical values of hc 

/ac and their associated values of F
*
 are introduced and tabulated by Goldman et al.,1967, F

*
 

ranges from 1.0 to 1.7005). The shear-induced force approach finite limits as the cell contacts the 

wall, thus F
*
 = 1.7005 for the limiting case hc /ac= 1.0, [11,12,15,16]. 

Consequently, the general form of equation of cell motion can be expressed in the following form 

(Eulerian approximation method): 

 

  F =   m 
 

2

1

t

cc ii




 , i = x,y,z or              (20) 

 

Based on Eqn. 20, cell motion can be characterized by the indices of the cell center in each 

Cartesian co-ordinate  cx ,  cy and  c that are governed by Eqns.(21-23). 

 

 

  c x+1 =   
m

t 2)(
Fx  +  cx                                                      (21) 

 

  cy+1 =   
m

t 2)(
Fy  +  cy                                                      (22) 

 

  c+1   =   
I

t 2)(
Mz  +  c                                                      (23) 

 

Where  ci is the infinitesimal change in cell center position in i-direction (i = x,y & z or  ) at 

time t, while  ci+1 is that at time t+  t and I is the mass moment of inertia of the cell as it is 

modeled as sphere.        

 The cell moves in both translation and rotation modes with three different components of 

translation velocity in each Cartesian co-ordinate Vx, Vy and Vz, while x, y and z are the three 

components of rotational velocity. According to the model, Vz, x and y are equal zero since 

there is no translation in z-direction and no rotation about x and y axis. Obviously, the cell 

translates in the x and y directions at Vx and Vy and rolls at z or V about z-direction (V is 

considered instead of z for notation consistency). These instantaneous velocity components are 

modeled to be in the following form: 

 

 Vi =  
t

ci




, i=x,y,                (24) 

 

The cell rolling velocity is evaluated at each time step  t for all different stages of adhesion and 

rolling processes within the time of simulation Tmax. 



MAIN FEATURES OF FLOW AT THE LOCALIZED ZONES 

UNDER VARIABLE POSITION SHEAR RATE   
 
To highlight the characteristics of the local hemodynamics of blood flow at localized sites (i.e., 

branching, contraction expansion, tapering), the path flow over the step is investigated since it 

could be considered as an interpretation for these restricted locations.      

The flow over the step has a complicated nature due to discontinuity in the path of flow, 

circulation and back flow downstream the step, also this type of flow can be considered as 

primary related to stenosis flow and flow through branching vessels, such as the blood flow over 

cell adherent accumulation (plaque), or disturbed vessel flow respectively.  

The schematic diagram and streamlines of step flow are shown in Figs. 4 and 5, where cell 

adhesion occurs around the stagnation point and back flow in the circulation zone. While the non-

dimensional and the dimensional shear rate distribution over the distance from the step are 

illustrated in Figs. 6 and 7 respectively. This distribution is for Reynolds number (Re) of 28.5, 

dynamic viscosity of 710
-7

g/m-s and 300 m for the step height. 

According to Fig.6, the shear rate starts from zero at the beginning of the step then decreases in 

negative to reach its peak negative value after which it increases to come back to zero value at the 

stagnation point at the non-dimensional distance (Cx / ac) of 162. Here, Cx is the position distances 

of the cell along x axis, while ac is the characteristics cell radius. Just slightly next the stagnation 

point, the shear rate changes sharply from zero up to its maximum value before it takes its 

constant value (G/Go = 1.0) which is the used characteristics value (Go) for the non-

dimensionalizing process.  

 

                                
 

Figure 4 Disturbed flow representation: Arteries bifurcation, step flow, recirculation zone and 

stagnation point 
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Figure 5 CFD simulation for circulation zone with back flow, stagnation point and recirculation  

 

 

Figure 6 Non-dimensional shear rate distributions over the non-dimensional distance from the step 

 

 

Figure 7 Shear rate distributions over the distance from the step (dimensional values) 

 



RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In this study, an instantaneous-continuous reading of shear rate is performed at each cell position 

in each simulation run for the entire data of Fig. 6. Set of simulations were executed to analyze 

the features of cell capture, rolling and adhesion under the conditions of disturbed flow. The 

setting of input parameters of simulation are listed in table 1 and the results are presented through 

Figs. 8 –10.  

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 8 Cell capture, rolling and secondary adhesion under range of positive variable 

shear rate (after the stagnation point location) 
 

The results demonstrate the type of cell behavior within the effective range of shear rate (capture, 

rolling or adhesion) and show the direction of cell motion under the conditions of the current 

flow. 

Figure 8 shows the cell capture rolling and secondary adhesion at different starting position with 

positive initial shear rates of 9.06, 41.12 and 85.32 s
1
.  

It can be noted that the cell has the three stages of cell adhesion (capture, rolling and secondary 

adhesion) when it starts at G = 9.06 (position of Cx/ac of 169.7). But at higher shear rate (i.e., 

41.12 and 85.32 s
-1

) the cell will roll slowly for short time before its rolling velocity gradually 

increases to reach a maximum value as the shear rate gets higher (no adhesion and continuous 

rolling). 

On the other hand, under most of negative shear rates (upstream of the stagnation point), the 

captured cell tends to adhere and stop rolling after certain period of time as demonstrated in Fig. 

9. This indicates that cells within the effect of these shear rates ranges prefer adhesion after short 

slow rolling. As expected the cell in this area of flow, follows in the direction of shear rate, so its 

short rolling was toward the step to the left of the stagnation point, where the adhesion takes place 

under the negative shear rates. 

In their experimental study, Skilbeck et al., [19] reported that within the circulation zone, wall 

shear stress was never so high as to disallow adhesion. This was not the 

case downstream the reattachment point in a high shear channel. Adhesion quickly dropped off 

beyond this point as wall shear stress increased. It was difficult to ascertain how many of cells 

that adhered beyond the reattachment point had been released from the vortex and how many had 



followed the streamlines that ran close to the wall upstream of the step and stayed downstream. 

Both types of attachment could be observed to occur occasionally. 

To explore the cellular behavior downstream the step, more simulations were executed for 

different starting locations with dissimilar shear rates using the listed data of table 1. The results 

of this simulation analysis are presented in Fig. 10.  

 
By looking at Fig.10, it can be noted that cell adhesion is dominant within the distance between 

the step and the stagnation point (i.e., Cx/ac ≤ 162), the cells in this range roll shortly in the 

direction of shear rate (to the left) then adhere to the surface to form the whole/main part of the 

adhesion length. The cell keeps on zero rolling velocity at the stagnation point (Cx/ac = 162), 

where no any previous rolling takes place, however as the starting location become far from the 

stagnation point under negative shear rate, the cell had short rolling before its permanent 

adhesion. Nevertheless, at the edge of the step the situation is considerably similar to that at the 

stagnation point. 

On the other hand, under higher shear rate (to the right of stagnation point) the chance for 

adhesion decreases as the driving force (hemodynamic force) enlarges to enhance rolling. But at 

the closer locations (Cx/ac = 178.28), to the right of the stagnation point, cells tend to adhere for 

certain time before the drag force promote them for fast rolling (other end of the adhesion length).     

Three conclusions can be assigned based on these findings: First, the discontinuity in the 

hemodynamic flow enhances cell adhesion under low shear rate at and downstream the disturbed 

portion in the flow (i.e. stenosis flow). Second, cell prefers to adhere to the surface between the 

discontinuity and little bit further the stagnation point, but the maximum tendency for adhesion is 

before the stagnation point, which synchronized with the lowest value of shear rate. This adhesion 

vanishes just further to the stagnation point where cell starts rolling at different velocities, as the 

shear rate gets higher. Third, after certain limit of shear rate the cell starts to roll with its 

maximum rolling velocity when the shear is not constant; it increases with location to reach the 

maximum limit, where the maximum stream velocity takes place.  

Based on the above situation, it is possible to determine the adhesion length around the stagnation 

point and the shear rate limit that allow for adhesion as explained in the next sections. 

 

                  

                    Figure 9 Cell capture and adhesion under range of negative shear rate (before the stagnation point location) 

 



                          

                    Figure 10 Cellular paths downstream the step (around the stagnation point) for different starting variable shear rate          

and different location from the step (Rco= aco) 

 

 

The present simulation was performed using relatively high site density and moderate site density, which means 

favorable conditions for adhesion. Mainly, the adhesion was dominant in the recirculation zone despite some 

rolling before the permanent arrest, while rolling has occurred -even under low shear rate- just at the far edge of 

recirculation zone (bit further the stagnation point). The short rolling downstream the step (recirculation zone) 

and fast rolling after the stagnation point can be explained by the critical role of shear rate in cellular behavior 

within this area rather than the bond kinetics. Also, the rolling within the recirculation zone (low shear rate) is 

due to the rotational nature of flow (vortex) in this zone, where the shedding of vortices creates an oscillatory 

lift [20,21,22]. The shear rate in this type of flow had stronger effect than any other parameter, so it has strongly 

controlled the cellular behavior more than bond properties or site density. Accordingly, the results emphasizes 

that local fluid dynamics (i.e., shear rate) of the complex flow plays a central role in cell adhesion and rolling 

within this type of flow, which dominant the other parameters roles. 

In general, adhesion in the laminar re-established flow was as expected, being efficient at lower shear stress 

and negligible at higher rate. However, the lack of adhesion under low shear stress (downstream of the 

reattachment point) can be explained by the expansion of streamlines as they pass from narrower to wider 

conditions, so the cells effectively move away from the wall [19].  

 

      CONCLUSION  
In the light of these results, it can be said that under certain setting of input parameters, it is possible to determine 

the adhesion location ranges, adhesion length and rolling limit for disturbed flow under variable shear rate. The 

adhesion length will be longer and on both sides of the stagnation point if the cell starts its secondary adhesion in a 

while, even though at higher shear rate. However, when the cell starts its secondary adhesion earlier, the adhesion 

will be shorter and mainly concentrated before the stagnation point, while rolling is dominant beyond this point. 

These findings can be used to explain the cellular behavior (i.e., cell adhesion) at junctions, bifurcation and stenosis 

in the cardiovascular arteries. Also, clear idea can be obtained about cell type in regarding to its permanent 

adhesion, its ability to support adhesion/rolling and its kinetic activity (rates of bond formation and breakage) by 

analyzing the ranges of adhesion and rolling.  

Finally, it is significant to remember that this technique can be employed to get more stable or low rolling under 

high shear rate or low site density to study the cell motion under wide ranges of parameters or more complicated 

flow conditions. 



Table 1- Input setting for hemodynamics of disturbed flow under dynamic shear 

Parameter Symbol Control 

Value 

Cell radius (m) ac  3.5 

Characteristic Cell radius (m) aco  3.5 

Fluid dynamic viscosity (g/m .sec)   7 10
-7 

 

Fluid density (g/m
3
)  110

-12
 

Mass of the cell (g) m 1.810
-10

 

Mass moment of inertia of the cell (g m
2
) I 8.8210

-10
 

Characteristic receptor density (sites/m
2
) [nRoo] 200 

Receptor density (sites/m
2
) [nRo] 200 

Ligand density (sites/m
2
) [nLo] 200 

Bond stiffness (dyne/cm) S 1.510
-2

 

Transition bond stiffness (dyne/cm) Sts 1.4510
-2

 

Natural bond length (m) Lbo 0.011 

Equilibrium bond formation rate constant (m
2
/sites . sec) Kfo Changed from 

(0.08) to 

(0.016) 

Equilibrium bond breakage rate constant (1/sec) K
 
bo Changed from 

(6.4) to (0.32) 

Boltzmann’s constant (J/
 o
K) KB 1.38110

-23
 

The temperature (
o
K) T 310 

Shear rate (s
-1

) 
 

G Variable (-58.72 

-  100) 

Characteristic shear rate (s
-1

) Go 100 
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